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)
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)
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)
)

DEFENDANT, SIGNET ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS, INC. IS, MEMORANDUM
IN SUPPORT OF ITS MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
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As she left her apartment and began down the stairs she encountered some

1. The plaintiff's testimony concerning how long she lived at the Colony
Apartments before the fire was somewhat vague and confusing. At first, she said
she did not remember when she moved into that apartment. (Id., at 11). When
pressed for the time she moved in, she said "like, in the wintertime .. it
started, like, getting warm. The summer was getting ready to break through."
(Id., at 12). "I wasn't living there long before the fire broke out." (Id., at
13).

expected to testify about improper workmanship or defective materials used in

"

Finally, NEMA has no information about any changes to the operability of the
alarm system between February 2, 1993 and May 28, 1993, or the reason the alarm
system failed to sound at the time of the fire on May 28, 1993.

(Id., no. 12-

14) .

Affidavits of the SIGNET employee repaired and tested the fire detection and
alarm system at the Colony Apartments on February 1--2, 1993 and an officer of
SIGNET both indicate there was no agreement to monitor or maintain the
operability of alarm system.
system, which it did.

The building owner requested SIGNET to fix the

At the completion of its work on February 2, 1993, the

system "tested fine" and was "100% operational."

(Ex. F and G).

On April 30, 1993, the Springfield Fire Department inspected the building
and found the fire alarm system was inoperative, noting "most detectors just
hanging from ceiling." The investigator added: "<building> has problem with drug
related vandalism."

(Exhibit H).
II.

A.

Issues Presented

Whether the plaintiff and cross-claimant have a reasonable expectation

of sustaining their burden of proving SIGNET was negligent in its rendering of
services at the Colony Apartments on February 1-2, 1993.
B.

Whether the plaintiff and cross-claimant have a reasonable expectation

of sustaining their burden of proving services negligently provided by SIGNET or
breaches of warranty by SIGNET were a proximate and legal cause of the
plaintiff's damages and injuries.
C.

Whether the plaintiff and cross-claimant have a reasonable expectation

of sustaining her burden of proving there was a sale of goods by SIGNET, which
goods were unmerchantable

or unfit for their intended purposes and that

defective condition was a proximate and legal cause of the plaintiff's damages
and injuries.

A.

THERE IS NO DIRECT OR INFERENTIAL EVIDENCE OF IMPROPER WORKMANSHIP
OR MATERIALS USED IN THE RENDERING OF SERVICES BY SIGNET ON
FEBRUARY 1-2, 1993

not give rise to an inference of responsibility on the part of an alarm
company.ll

See Sandler v. Boston Automatic Fire Alarm Co., 303 Mass. 58~, 593 &

2. The plaintiff should be estopped from arguing the fact the alarm did
not go off is something that ordinarily would not have occurred in the absence
of negligence on the part of SIGNET, the one-time alarm repairer. To her,
"something had to be cut for <the alarms> not to go off" at the time of the
fire. (Ex. B <plaintiff's deposition>, at 90). She felt unauthorized people
running about the halls "probably cut <the alarms> off." (Id. at 82, 83).

alarm's failure to sound on May 28, 1993 was some negligent act of SIGNET's

,

A plaintiff need not show the exact cause of the accident or exclude all
other possible causes, but must show there is a greater probability than not
that the accident resulted from the defendant's negligence.
Corp., 416 Mass. 83, 87 (1993) (citing cases).

Enrich v.

Windmere

A "mere possibility of an

explanation <for an accident> predicated in negligence is not enough to take the
issue to the jury."

Artz v. Hurley, 334 Mass. 606, 609 (1956).

Where, as here,

there are several defendants, res ipsa loquitur is applicable only if it is
possible to make the inference the accident would not have occurred without the
negligence of each defendant.

Rafferty v. Hull Brewing Co., 350 Mass. 359, 362

It is undisputed that SIGNET parted with any control over the alarm system
roughly four months before the accident.

After that, the control box, the

wiring of the system and the alarm components were subject to vandalism and
other intervening conduct of third persons.

If there is any other reasonable or

probable cause of an accident besides the defendant's negligence, then res ipsa
loquitur may not be applied.
420, 425 (1932).

Wilson v. Colonial Air Transport, Inc., 278 Mass.

See Dame v. Bay State Stevedoring Co., 2 Mass. App. Ct. 915

(1975) (where bale striking plaintiff could have come from a pile stacked by
defendant's employee or from a forklift operated by a third person, judgment
required for defendant).

For instance, in Mendum v. Mass. Bay Transp.

an escalator repair and maintenance company and the escalator owner, holding the
circumstances shown did not permit a finding the device's erratic behavior would
not have happened except for the defendants' negligence.

"The erratic behavior

of escalator suggests causes not shown to be within the exclusive control of the
defendants as, for example, manipulation of its movement by unauthorized

persons."
The plaintiff's own allegations in her complaint point to other alleged
causes of her injuries, undercutting any notion those injuries and the
inoperable fire alarm which ordinary experience suggests were due to the
negligence of SIGNET.

Before the fire, the physical condition of the alarm

system suggested to the city fire department that vandalism was the cause of the
inoperability of the alarms.
This case is analogous to McCabe v. Boston Consolidated Gas Co., 314 Mass.
493, 490 (1943), in which a gas stove exploded four weeks after the defendant
installed it.

On these facts, the court found no inference of negligence on the

part of the defendant and judgment was entered in its favor as a matter of law.
In a similar vein is Musolino LoConte Co. v. Boston Consolidated Gas Co., 330
Mass. 161, 162-165 (1953), in which it was held the mere fact of a break in a
gas line resulting from a leak of gas was insufficient to permit an inference of
negligence against the gas company.
341 Mass. 425, 434 (1960).

Accord, Stewart v. Worcester Gas Light Co.,

By comparison, "the common experience of mankind in

no way suggests that an unexplained fire in an automobile six years after its
purchase was caused by a defect in the vehicle that had existed from the time of
the vehicle's manufacture and sale."

Kourouvacilis v. General Motors Corp., 410

Mass. 700, 717 (1991).
In short, in a 180-unit apartment building---with front and back doors.,open
24 hours a day, management unsure what individuals were tenants and which were
not, with unlighted hallways, drug dealing in the hallways and unauthorized
persons moving about the hallways, and vandalized smoke detectors hanging from
the ceiling--a non-functioning

fire alarm four months after its last service is

not something that ordinarily does not occur unless the alarm company had been
negligent.

It is at least equally probable that the alarm system ceased working

B.

THERE IS INSUFFICIENT EVIDENCE OF A CAUSAL NEXUS BE~~EN
SIGNET'S ALLEGED CONDUCT AND THE PLAINTIFF'S INJURY

The pre-trial record is devoid of any direct evidence of the cause of the
alarm system's failure to function at the time of the fire.

Nor has the

plaintiff or cross-claimant designated any expert witness who might testify of
the cause of the alarm failure on the date of the fire, and to link that cause
to some defect of materials or workmanship in SIGNET's repairs four months
before the fire.

Nor is this case one in which a rational factfinder could

infer causation under the operative facts and circumstances based on general
knowledge.
Yet, even if the plaintiff were able to connect some specific conduct of
SIGNET to the non-operability

of the alarm after it left SIGNET's control, the

plaintiff would still bear the burden of proving her injuries were caused by the
alarm failure.

The requirement of proving "but for" causation is an essential

element of the plaintiff's case.

Unless a defendant's conduct makes a

difference in the result, that is, the plaintiff's injury would probably have
been averted if a defendant had not been negligent, then the defendant is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law.
jury's conjecture.

This key element cannot be left to the

LeClair v. Silberline, 379 Mass. 21, 30-31 (1979) (no

evidence a properly functioning sprinkler system would have prevented
plaintiff's injury; judgment for defendant as a matter of law).

As above, the

plaintiff cannot rely on an inference of causation from the circumstances where
common experience suggests more than one cause.

Here, other possible cau~~s

(i.e. the unlighted hallway and the plaintiff's own lengthy pause to locate her
pocketbook before escaping) are apparent.

Cf. Addis v. Steele, 38 Mass. App.

Ct. 438 (1995) (hotelkeepter's failure to provide adequate lighting causal in

For example, in Wainwright v. Jackson, 291 Mass. 100 (1935), the
defendant's breach of duty in failing to provide appliances to extinguish fires

C.

THE PLAINTIFF'S BREACH OF WARRANTY CLAIMS ARE NOT TRIALWORTHY
SINCE THERE WAS NO "SALE OF GOODS"
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